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Cat, owner 
get help 
in healing 
.. Chinese method of 
therapy provides relief 
from stress for a Davis 
woman, and a cure for 
disease for her pet 

By ELISABETH SHERWIN 
Enterprise staff writer 

Susa n Chan ha s found a way to 
co mbin e Wes tern science and 
trild itiullal Chinese medicine, 
and the result is a healthier cat. 

Chan, a 'veterinarian, is b 1989 
graduate of the UC Davis School 
of Veterinary Medicine, which is 
generally acknowledged to be 
one of the best vet schools in the 
cO lllllry(in competition with Cor
nell University). UCD, it's 
agreed, gives its students top 
preparation when it comes to 
trenting sic k animals. Chan also 
received il master's in preventa
live '·eterinary medicine while 
at UeD. 

Now sh e works at the South 
Sac r,llnento Pet Hospital and 
also makes house calls to care for 
a private Davis practice. 

Chan hilS made science her 
life, but sh e also is well aware of 
the limits to ve terinary medi
cine. 

Sh e ca me face to fa ce with 

See CAT, Page A-3 

CAT 
Continued from Page A·1 

these limitations recently in a 
frustra ting series of attempts to 
help a favorite pet, an ll-year
old black long-haired cat named 
Omar. Omar suffered from 
chronic, debilitating diarrhea 
and no amount of diet manipula
tion or modern medications 
seemed to help his condition. 
The eat's mother suffered from 
the same illness. 

"Ol1'ar's mother had to be put 
down 11f2 years ago because she 
also was non-responsive to med
ications," said Chan. 

In the meantime, Chan's life 
was becoming increasingly 
stressful. Not only did she have 
to deal with work, but she has two 
children under age 4 and a de
manding, hectic schedule. When 
she began to suffer from back 
pains, she sought a traditional 
form of Chinese medicine for 
comfort. She turned to Chigong. 

"J saw an announcement ·of 
Chigong classes," she .said. "My 
aunt in San Francisco was taking 
similar lessons from a healer. 

"Chigong is a traditional Cbi
nese form of health maintenance 
focusing on keeping your energy 
:lowing through your body incor
porating exercise, meditation 
a!ld breathing," she said. 

The classes, offerea by the Ex
;:e,imental College at UCD, are 
';'Jg.1t by a Chigong master, Yue 
::~.'" .,.~. () ~as trained more than 

Enterprise photo(fodd Hammond 

Chlgong master Vue Shl sends rehabilitating energy through his hands Into Omar, 
an 11-year-old cat owned by Davis veterinarian Susan Chan. Omar, who suffers from 
a chronic, debilitating diarrhea, is much Improved, Chan says. 

10,000 people in China. Yue Shi 
has been living in Davis and 
teaching Chigong for about a 
year. He also is a researcher at 
the UCD geography department. 

"I discovered that his exercis
es helped . me immensely to 
maintain my schedule without 
going nuts," Chan said. Chan 
then asked Yue Shi if he would 
take a look at Omar. 

"I felt that Omar's illness was 
debilitating to a point that he 
could not respond to the medi
cine," said Chan. "His body has 
to heal itself - the medications 
only assist," she added. 

She thought ifOmar could sta
bilize he could recover. Yue Shi 
agreed to try. 

Omar was taken to Yue Shi's 
Orchard Park apartment for a 
five-day visit last month. 

During a recent interview, 
Yue Shi demonstrated his work 
onOmar. 

"I send energy into the cat," 
he said. "Any kind of disease oc
curs by weakness of energy. I 
emit energy from my hand, fin
gers and palm, and transmit en
ergy to the cat's body." 

Omar peacefully sat on Yue 
Shi's lap, ignoring the three little 
children (Chan's son and daugh
ter and Yue Shi's daughter) who 
ran around the small room. The 
cat also ignored a photographer 
who was shining bright lights in 
his face. 

Yue Shi stroked the eat's fur at 
first, then moved his hand a few 
inches above the cat's body and 
continued the stroking motion. 

Over a five-day period last 
month, Yue Shi said, he stroked 
the cat for up to two hours a day, 
30 minutes at a time. 

Chan said the cat was much, 
much improved as a result. 

"I know that when (Yue Shi) 
works on Omar he emits energy, I 
can feel energy in his hands. It 
must be helping Omar but it's 
hard to describe," she added. 

"I believe Western and tradi
tional Chinese medicine can 
work together," said Chan. 
"Chigong is a valuable adjunc
tive therapy when Western medi
cine doesn't seem to work." 

"Everyone has energy or chi," 
added Yue Shi. "Chinese tradi
tional medicine emphasizes this 
vital energy that becomes weak 
as people grow up. We have to 
practice to make chi strong 
again. We use our minds to drive 
our chi." 

Yue Shi said his experience 
with Omar marked the first time 
he worked with an animal. 

"I can feel the illness in 'his 
body when I begin ... then he 
feels better as I move the illness 
out," he said. 

Those interested in taking 
Chigong classes from Yue Shi 
may contact the Experimental 
College at 752-2568. New classes 
will begin on Jan. 26 and Jan. 28. 
The classes run for eight weeks 
and cost $34 for UCD students 
and $36 for members of the pub
lic, plus an additional charge of 
$5.30 per student to compensate 
for a UCD subsidy that ceased 
with a recent court ruling. 



)h.lr, chi gong master teaches ancient healing art of 'life force manipulatio11' 

IIverall health and well-being has im
proved and stabilized. 

11 Iloppes added that when he first 
hegan, he suffered from chronic neck 

II. pain. After one session, Hoppes said 
Vile cured his pain. 

"If they have pain, they can move 
their chi to that area and relieve the'. 
pain," Vue said." Chi gong is not orily useful for those 

11 suffering from pain or illnesses. Vue 
pointed out that, for those with no 
hcalth problems, chi gong is a way of 
maintaining well-being and preventing 
future problems. 

"It will keep your health and maintain 
your health," he said. 

.1 Vue, who has been practicing chi 
gong for several years, said that during 
college he and many other students 
practiced every day for about half an 
hour. 

!I No one in that group ever got a cold 
and most were significantly less stressed 

I. 	 than the typical college student, Vue 
said.

" Because most college students have 
II so much to deal with, Vue recommends 

chi gong as a safe, effective way to deal 
with stress. 

Junior Jason Beito agreed and added 
that, when he gets stressed, practicing 
chi gong allows him to slow down and 

concentrate. 
"When I do chi gong, it puts every

thing back into place," Bei,to said. "I can 
go on and not pull my hai rout." 

Because some feared that chi gong 
was too powerful, it was once banned in 
China and only taught to a select few. !f~}}i$l 
Vue learned the art while growing up in 
China and then began teaching it him
self. He said it was not until he began 
teaching chi gong that he understood its 
full ramifications. . 

"I knew chi gong was good for our 
health, but I didn't know how powerful 
it was," Yue said. 

Vue, who teaches classes through the 
Experimental College, said he teaches 
his students a simple, uncomplicated 
version designed to give them a basic 
understanding of the art 

Although not as popular in the West 
as he would like it to be, Vue said chi 
gong is gaining popUlarity partly be
cause participants do not have to rely on 
doctors or medicine to heal simple ail
ments. 

"You don 't have to spend a lot of 
money or time," he said. "You can do it 
yourself." 

For more information, those interest
ed in learning chi gong can call Ytle at 
753-4701. 

C()Ij~~ iE S Y 

Chi gong master Shi Vue teaches the fundamentals of this ancient Chinese healing art . 



Geology scholar, chi gong master teaches ancient healing art of 'life force rllall 

By SAMANTHA D. PETERSON 
AGGIE A SS ISTANT FEATURES EOITOR 

In Chinese, chi means life force and 
gong means manipulation. The two 
words together provide the name of a 
traditional Chinese healing art. 

Although it is not a well-known fact 
among campus community members, 
UC Davis geology scholar Shi Yue is a 
master of this healing art form. 

"It's an energy life art to improve 
human health," he said. 

Chi gong is a 5,OOO-year-old Chinese 
healing art that is gaining popularity in 
the West. According to Yue, it involves 
a series of breathing techniques, move
ments and mind exercises. 

Yue pointed out that chi gong is a 
very intellectual pursuit, and he believes 
that it helps to improve intelligence. 

"In chi gong, we use our minds to 
control our chi," Yue said. 

Everyone has chi, or life force, and 
Yuc added that, often after just one ses
sion, people can feel their chi. However, 
he said this is not an easily definable 
feeling. 

"It's different from time to time, from 
person to person," Yue Said. "It's chang
ing all the time. I cannot describe the 
sensation." 

Ronald Hoppes said that during the 
two years he has trained with Yue, his 

overall health and well-being has im
proved and stabilized. 

Hoppes added that when he first 
began, he suffered from chronic neck 
pain. After one session, Hoppes said 
Yue cured his pain. 

"If they have pain, they can move 
their chi to that area and-relieve the 
pain," Yue said. 

Chi gong is not only useful for those 
suffering from pain or illnesses. Yue 
pointed out that, for those with no 
health problems, chi gong is a way of 
maintaining well-being and preventing 
future problems. 

"It will keep your health and maintain 
your health," he said. 

Yue, who has been practicing chi 
gong for several years, said that during 
college he and many other students 
practiced every day for about half an 
hour. 

No one in that group ever got a cold 
and most were significantly less stressed 
than the typical college student, Yue 
said. 

Because most college students have 
so much to deal with, Yue recommends 
chi gong as a safe, effective way to deal 
with stress. 

Junior Jason Beito agreed and added 
that, when he gets stressed, practicing 
chi gong allows him to slow down and 

concentrate. 
"When I do chi gong, it puts every

thing back into place," Bei,to said. "I can 
go on and not pull my hair out." 

Because some feared that chi gong 
was too powerful, it was once banned in 
China and only taught to a select few. 
Yue learned the art while growing up in 
China and then began teaching it him
self. He said it was not until he began 
teaching chi gong that he understood its 
full ramifications. 

"I knew chi gong was good for our 
health, but I didn't know how powerful 
it was," Yue said. 

Yue, who teaches classes through the 
Experimental College, said he teaches 
his students a simple, uncomplicated 
version designed to give them a basic 
understanding of the art 

Although not as popular in the West 
as he would like it to be, Yue said chi 
gong is gainirig popularity partly be
cause participants do not have to rely on 
doctors or medicine to heal simple ail
ments. 

"You don 't have to spend a lot of 
mOney or time," he said. "You can do it 
yourself." 

For more information, those interest
ed in learning chi gong can call )'ile at 
753-4701. Chi gong master Shi Vue teaches the fundamentals of this ancient Chinese hlla l 
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laster Vue, a Universal Chigong master, leads a class 
1rough a series of exercises on a recent Tuesday evening. 
rue teaches the Universal Program in Chigong in Davis, and In 
{orkshops around the nation. The noninvasive therapy is a 

Respect builds for complementary medicine 


Todd Hammondffhe Enterprise 

combination of breathing exercises, focusing and physical ex
ercises or body movements that are designed to help control 
the chi, the vital energy of the body, anduse it to cure various 
illnesses and diseases. 

I EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the final 
lart of a three-part story on alter
lative medicine. In parts I and II, 
he writer discussed the history of 
md current trends in alternative 
nedicine, as well as various types 
)f alternative treatments, includ
n9 acupuncture, hypnotherapy, 
.. i. opractlc and homeopathy. 

II ! continues with a descrip
. ., • .;)1two other types of alterna
l . ,eatment, chigong and tradl
. - al healing. 

: , ENELOPESHACKELFORD 
; pecial to The Enterprise 

An ancient Chinese therapy 
making inroads in Davis is 
a practice called Chigong. 

"Chi is vital energy," said Mas
e!" '{ue. "and gong is the manipu-
E. ' OD ofthe energy." Yue, a geol- . 
.;; . who came to Davis two years 

Grk a, 1.:C Da\i s. is also 
1 hl- ~ mas

--;:::.., -=. 

as individual lessons to learn 
from disease." 

Complementary medicine, 
once relegated to the level of 
snake-oil salespersons or quacks, 
is being given a great deal of re 
spect. In addition to the Office of 
Alternative Medicine's work and 
research grants, there are 42 
studies in medical institutes 
across the country on spirituality 
and health . 

In late October, more than 200 
participants from leading health 
care institutions met at Columbia 
University. The conference was 
designed to bring a new aware· 
ness among American' profes· 

. sionals of the value of Ayurveda 
In Novembex~ itw,as announced 

-thatair"East--MeetsWest" en 
dow-ed professorship had beer 
established at the UC Davi ~ 

. School of Medicine to link West 
ern scierice with traditional Chi 
nese medicines. 
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nedicine, as weil as various types is being given a great deal of re
)f alternative treatments, Includ spect. In addition to the Office of 
ing acupuncture, hypnotherapy, Alternative Medicine's work and 
;hlmpractic and homeopathy. research grants, there are 42 
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